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Abstrat
Current neutrino experimental data on neutrino mixing are well de-
sribes by Tri-bi-maximal mixing, whih is predits sin2θ12 = 1/3,zero Ue3
and θ23 = 45
o
. We onsider the plank sale operator on neutrino mixing.
We assume that the neutrino masses and mixing arise through physis at a
sale intrimediate between plank sale and the eletroweak braking sale.
We also assume, that just above the eletroweak breaking sale neutrino
mass are nearly degenerate and the mixing is tri-bi-maximal. Quantum
gravity (Plank sale) eets lead to an eetive SU(2)L×U(1) invariant
dimension-5 Lagrangian symmetry involving Standard Model. On ele-
troweak symmetry breaking, this operator gives rise to orretion to the
neutrino masses and mixings these additional terms an be onsidered as
perturbation to the tri-bimaximal neutrino mass matrix. We ompute
the deviation of the three mixing angles and osillation probability. We
nd that the only large hange in solar mixing angle and % hange in
maximum Pµe is about 10%.
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1 Introdution
Reent advane in neutrino physis observation mainly of astrophysial obser-
vation suggested the existene of tiny neutrino mass. The experiments and
observation has shown evidenes for neutrino osillation. The solar neutrino
deit has been observed [1,2,3,4℄, the atmospheri neutrino anomaly has been
found [5,6,7℄, and urrently almost onrmed by KamLAND [8℄, and hene in-
diate that neutrino massive and there is mixing in lepton setor, this indiate
to imagine that there ours CP violation in lepton setor. Several physiist
has onsidered whether we an see CP violation eet in lepton setor through
long baseline neutrino osillation experiments. The neutrino osillation prob-
abilities in general depend on six parameters two independent mass squared
1
dierene ∆21and ∆31, there mixing angle, θ12, θ13., θ23.and one CP violating
phase δ. There are two large mixing angle θ12, θ23and one small (θ13),and two
mass square dierene ∆ij = m
2
j −m
2
i ,with mijthe neutrino masses.
Where
∆21 = ∆solar, (1)
∆31 = ∆atm. (2)
The angle θ12 and θ23 represent the neutrino mixing angles orresponding
to solar and atmospheri neutrino osillation. Muh progress has been made
towards determining the values of the three mixing angle. In this paper we
disuss the eet of planks sale on neutrino mixing and neutrino osillation
probability.
2 Neutrino Mixing Angle and Mass Squared Dif-
ferenes due to Plank Sale Eets
To alulate the eets of perturbation on neutrino observables. The alulation
developed in an earlier paper [12℄. A natural assumption is that unperturbed
(0th order mass matrix) M is given by
M = U∗diag(Mi)U
†, (3)
where, Uαi is the usual mixing matrix and Mi , the neutrino masses is
generated by Grand unied theory. Most of the parameter related to neutrino
osillation are known, the major expetation is given by the mixing elements
Ue3. We adopt the usual parametrization.
|Ue2|
|Ue1|
= tanθ12, (4)
|Uµ3|
|Uτ3|
= tanθ23, (5)
|Ue3| = sinθ13. (6)
In term of the above mixing angles, the mixing matrix is
U = diag(eif1, eif2, eif3)R(θ23)∆R(θ13)∆
∗R(θ12)diag(e
ia1, eia2, 1). (7)
The matrix ∆ = diag(e
1δ
2 , 1, e
−iδ
2
) ontains the Dira phase. This leads to
CP violation in neutrino osillation a1 and a2 are the so alled Majoring phase,
whih eets the neutrino less double beta deay. f1, f2 and f3 are usually
absorbed as a part of the denition of the harge lepton eld. Plank sale
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eets will add other ontribution to the mass matrix that gives the new mixing
matrix an be written as [12℄
U
′
= U(1 + iδθ),
=

 Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

+i

 Ue2δθ
∗
12 + Ue3δθ
∗
23, Ue1δθ12 + Ue3δθ
∗
23, Ue1δθ13 + Ue3δθ
∗
23
Uµ2δθ
∗
12 + Uµ3δθ
∗
23, Uµ1δθ12 + Uµ3δθ
∗
23, Uµ1δθ13 + Uµ3δθ
∗
23
Uτ2δθ
∗
12 + Uτ3δθ
∗
23, Uτ1δθ12 + Uτ3δθ
∗
23, Uτ1δθ13 + Uτ3δθ
∗
23

 .
(8)
Where δθ is a hermition matrix that is rst order in µ[12,13℄. The rst order
mass square dierene ∆M2ij = M
2
i −M
2
j ,get modied [12,13℄ as
∆M
′2
ij = ∆M
2
ij + 2(MiRe(mii)−MjRe(mjj), (9)
where
m = µU tλU,
µ =
v2
Mpl
= 2.5× 10−6eV.
The hange in the elements of the mixing matrix, whih we parametrized by
δθ[12℄, is given by
δθij =
iRe(mjj)(Mi +Mj)− Im(mjj)(Mi −Mj)
∆M
′2
ij
. (10)
The above equation determine only the o diagonal elements of matrix δθij .
The diagonal element of δθij an be set to zero by phase invariane. Using
Eq(8), we an alulate neutrino mixing angle due to Plank sale eets,
|U
′
e2|
|U
′
e1|
= tanθ
′
12, (11)
|U
′
µ3|
|U
′
τ3|
= tanθ
′
23, (12)
|U
′
e3| = sinθ.
′
13 (13)
For degenerate neutrinos, M3−M1 ∼= M3−M2 ≫M2−M1, beause ∆31 ∼=
∆32 ≫ ∆21. Thus, from the above set of equations, we see that U
′
e1 and U
′
e2 are
muh larger than U
′
e3, U
′
µ3 and U
′
τ3. Hene we an expet muh larger hange
in θ12 ompared to θ13 and θ23. As one an see from the above expression of
mixing angle due to Plank sale eets, depends on new ontribution of mixing
U
′
= U(1+iδθ).We assume that, just above the eletroweak breaking sale, the
neutrino masses are nearly degenerate and the mixing are Tri-bimaximal, with
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the value of the mixing angle as θ12 = 35
o, θ23 = pi/4 and θ13 = 0. Taking the
ommon degenerate neutrino mass to be 2 eV, whih is the upper limit oming
from tritium beta deay [9℄. We ompute the modied mixing angles using Eqs
(11)-(13). We have taken ∆31 = 0.002eV
2[10] and ∆21 = 0.00008eV
2
[11℄. For
simpliity we have set the harge lepton phases f1 = f2 = f3 = 0. Sine we have
set the θ13 = 0, the Dira phase δ drops out of the zeroth order mixing angle.
Next setion , we disuss the neutrino osillation probability under Plank sale
eets
3 Neutrino Osillation Probability Under Plank
Sale Eets
The ux of solar neutrino observed by the Homestake detetor was on third of
that predited by Standard solar Model (SSM). The phenomenon of neutrino
osillation an be used to explain neutrino deit. suppose an eletron neutrino
is produed at t = 0. A set of neutrino mass eigen state at t = 0 as
|ν(t = 0) > |νe >= cosθ12|ν1(0) > +sinθ12|ν2(0) > . (14)
After time t it beomes
|ν(t = t) > |νµ >= cosθ12e
−iE1t|ν1(0) > +sinθ12e
−iE2t|ν2(0) > . (15)
Then the osillation probability beomes
P (νe → νµ) = sin
22θ12sin
2
(
1.27∆21L
E
)
, (16)
and the survival probability
P (νe → νe) = 1− sin
22θ12sin
2
(
1.27∆21L
E
)
. (17)
In the above two equation units of ∆21 = m
2
2−m
2
1 is ev
2,L (baseline length)
is in meter and E is neutrino energy in MeV. For a maximum osillation ase the
phase term in eq(16),
(
1.27∆21L
E
)
equal to
pi
2
, then osillation probability only
depend on θ12
P (νe → νµ) = sin
22θ12. (18)
The osillation probability due to Plank sale eets is
P (νe → νµ) = sin
22θ
′
12, (19)
In the above Eq(19), θ
′
12 is the mixing angle due to Plank sale eets.
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a1 a2 θ
′
12 P (νe → νµ) = sin
22θ
′
12
0o 0o 36.63o 0.94
0o 45o 36.82o 0.92
0o 90o 34.99o 0.88
0o 135o 36.88o 0.87
0o 180o 38.51o 0.94
45o 0o 36.63o 0.91
45o 45o 34.97o 0.96
45o 90o 33.26o 0.84
45o 135o 35.09o 0.88
45o 180o 36.63o 0.91
90o 0o 35o 0.88
90o 45o 33.43o 0.84
90o 90o 31.77o 0.80
90o 135o 33.49o 0.84
90o 180o 35o 0.88
135o 0o 36.63o 0.91
135o 45o 35.04o 0.89
135o 90o 33.26o 0.84
135o 135o 35.02o 0.88
135o 180o 36.63o 0.91
180o 0o 38.51o 0.94
180o 45o 36.82o 0.92
180o 90o 34.99o 0.92
180o 135o 36.88o 0.87
180o 180o 38.51o 0.94
Table 1: Modied mixing angles and maximum P (νe → νµ) osillation prob-
abilities for some sample of a1 and a2. Input value are ∆31 = 0.002eV
2,
∆21 = 0.00008eV
2,θ12 = 35
o, θ23 = 45
o,θ13 = 0
o.
4 Numerial Results
We assume that, just above the eletroweak breaking sale, the neutrino masses
are nearly degenerate and the mixing are Teri-bi maximal, with the value of
the mixing angle as θ12 = 35
o, θ23 = pi/4 and θ13 = 0. Taking the ommon
degenerate neutrino mass to be 2 eV, whih is the upper limit oming from
tritium beta deay [9℄. We ompute the modied mixing angles using Eqs (11)-
(13). We have taken ∆31 = 0.002eV
2[10] and ∆21 = 0.00008eV
2
[11℄. For
simpliity we have set the harge lepton phases f1 = f2 = f3 = 0. Sine we
have set the θ13 = 0, the Dira phase δ drops out of the zeroth order mixing
angle. We ompute the modied mixing angles as funtion of a1 and a2 using
Eq(11). In table 1, we list the modied neutrino mixing angle θ
′
12 and maximum
P (νe → νµ) osillation probability for some sample of a1 and a2.
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From Table 1, we see that plank sale eets hange the θ12 from the Tri-
bimaximal value of θ12 = 35
o
to a value lose the the best t value of the data
[15,16℄. The Plank sale eets give rise the orretion to neutrino mass matrix
on eletroweak symmetry breaking. It is imperative to heak that these or-
retion do not spoil the good agreement between the experiments ts and the
predetion of the tri-bimaximal mixing senorio. It is expeted that dynamis at
a higher sale generates the neutrino mass matrix, whih will eventually provides
the presently observed neutrino mass and mixing. In an attrative senario, the
neutrino mixing pattern generated by high sale dynamis is predited to be
tri-bimaximal. However the solar neutrino data show that the mixing angle
θ12 is substantially less than 35
o
. It is argued in the literature that renormal-
ization group evolution eets from the higher sale to eletroweak sale, an
bring down the value of θ12 from 35
o
to a value whih is within the experimen-
tally aeptable range. However, for a large range of neutrino parameters, the
renormalization group evolution leads to negligible hange in the neutrino mass
matrix. Then it beome imperative to searh for suh alternate mehanism for
whih the neessary redution in θ12 an be ahieved.
5 Conlusions
In this paper, we studied, how Plank sale eets the mixing and osillation
probability. The eetive dimension-5 operator from Plank sale [12℄, leads
to orretion in neutrino mass matrix at the eletroweak symmetry breaking
sale. We ompute the hange in the mixing angle due to additional mass
terms for the ase of Tri-bimaximal. The hange in θ12 is more than 3
o
from the
Tri-bimaximal value. Therefore orresponding maximum hange in osillation
probability is about 10%. The hange of θ12ours of ourse, for degenerate
neutrino mass with a ommon mass of about 2 eV. Cosmology onstraints, from
WMAP measurement [14℄ impose an upper limit of 0.7eV on neutrino mass.Then
the hange in the value of θ12is smaller. One summarizing statement of this
work might be the following, due to Plank sale eets only θ12 deviated by
3.5o and other mixing angle have very small deviation and maximum hange of
P (νe → νµ) osillation probability is about 10%, this an be ahieved by our
alulation of Tri-Bimaximal neutrino mixing.
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